Select Open Access Publishing Tools & Resources

**Creative Commons** – Learn about the six CC licenses available to you as a copyright holder. Share your own scholarship using one of these licenses.

**Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)** – The definitive list of reputable OA journals, also serves as an index to full-text content and provides access to that content. Journals are vetted before being listed.

**Open Access Button** – Having trouble getting free access to an article? This is a tool that might help by going straight to the author to request an article. Add the extension to your browser.

**ORCID** – Claim your digital scholarship using your unique ORCID identifier. Free registration.

**Retraction Watch** – One place to explore article retractions and ethics issues affiliated with publishers and journals.

**Sherpa/Romeo** – Search a journal title in S/R to find out publisher restrictions on sharing your scholarship

**Think.Check.Submit.** Use the TCS checklist to help you make a decision about whether a journal is legitimate or one to avoid. Also, avoid perpetuating questionable science in your own scholarship by referencing articles published in an illegitimate journal.

**Unpaywall** – Another mechanism to find free access to articles. This tool searches institutional repositories, preprint servers, publishers and more for legal, open versions of published papers. Add the extension to your browser.

**Publishing Agreement Addenda**

**SPARC Author Addendum**

**Science Commons Author’s addendum**

**Model Publishing Contract for digital scholarship (monograph length)**

Contact me with questions about or help with selecting journals, open access publishing, copyright, and MSU’s Institutional Repository.
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